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ABSTRACT

Several basic methods for evaluating cascade characteristics are
investigated from the standpoint of their completeness in describing
the cascade flow. Characteristic numbers are defined that directly
relate the properties of the cascade with the properties of a corre-
sponding compressor. Compressibility is taken into account, iAich
enables the application of the characteristic numbers for transonic
cascade flow. The relationships between the characteristic numbers
are determ.ined.

This report does not treat the problems involved with establishing
two-dimensional flow in the cascade, instrumentation and measuring tech-
iques; rather, basically it is assumed that two-dimensional cascade flow
is realized.
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CASCADE CHARACT=IJ•TIC MUliE-S FOR

TWO-I11NSIONAL COMTPRESSIBLE FLOW

Introduction:

The purpose of two-dimensional cascade research work as considered in
this paper is to obtain b. sic information for the design of turbomachinery.
Specifically, the object in two-dimensional cascade research work is to
determine relationships between the cascade variables and parameters, and the
pressure rise, the flow deflection and the losses through the cascade. The
most significant parameters of two-dimensional cascades are the following:

A. Blade Parameters and Variables

Thickness distribution
Camber
Nose radius
Surface roughness,
Boundary layer removal
Slots
Porosity (suction)

B. Channel Parameters and Variables

Inflow-outflow angle
Stagger
Spacing
End Effect (boundary layer removal)
Velocity (pressure) gradients

C. Fluid Parameters and Variables

Mach number
Reynolds number
Turbulence

In a given compressor stage (as a whole) the blade elements at different
radii cannot be considered as isolated from each other because of the three-
dimensional flow effects. Thus, in general, the two-dimensional cascade tests
results will not provide a sufficient basis for the design of turbomachines.
However information about many basic problems which are important for the
design of axial flow compressors can be gained from such tests.

Some of the typical problems are:

1) Limitations of the intake Mach number and blade load for
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various cascade configurations.

2) Deviation of the flow angle from the tangent of the mean
camber line at the trailing edge.

3) Influence of the Reynolds number.

4) Influence of the blade shapes and cascade geometry upon the
limiting intake Mach number.

In order to determine the cascade flow, usually some of the following
measurements are taken:

1) Intake conditions into the cascade; that is, intake speed,
intake angle, intake stagnation conditions of the fluid medium.

2) Exit conditions; that is, distribution of static and stag-
nation pressure and flow direction.

3) In some cases, pressure distribution around a profile, and
blade force measurements.

Generally the intake conditions are varied and the conditions under 2) or
3) are determined as functions of the intake conditions. The parameters
determining the cascade are profile form, stagger angle, spacing ratio and
aspect ratio.

In order to present the cascade test results in a general form,
cascade characteristic numbers coimnonly are used. There are various systems
of cascade characteristic numbers in use. Some refer to the drag and lift
forces of the blades, corresponding to the characteristic numbers of single
airfoils. The cascade drag and lift coefficients are practical if the aim
of the cascade investigation is to make a comparison between cascade theory
and an actual cascade flow. Furthermore they are useful for the design of
turbomachines with relatively large blade spacing ratios and neglegible
small changes of density through the cascade.

Other definitions of cascade characteristic numbers relate directly
the pressure increase or the losses through the cascade with the velocity
pressure of the intake velocity, All or the mean velocity;,' W, . However
these definitions are not practical if the density change through the
cascade is not neglegible.

It is the purpose of this paper to investigate cascade characteristic
numbers which are applicable for incompressible and compressible flow, and
to determine their mutual relationships, and their relationships to the
commonly accepted characteristic numbers for axial flow turbomachines.
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I. Definitions of Cascade Characteristic Numbers

Two basic difficulties are encotutered with two-dimensional cascade
investigations. The one results from the fact that wakes behind the
cascade blades cause a non-uniform distribution of total pressure and
entropy of the flow field. The other is due to tunnel wall interference
which causes a deviation from two-dimensional flow and a superimposed
drop of static pressure in the direction of the flow due to the skin
friction of the tunnel walls.

The influence of the tunnel walls on the cascade flow can be diminished
by the following means:

a) Application of a large blade aspect ratio or of wall bound-
ary layer suction; thereby the deviations from two-dimensional flow jill
be decreased.

b) Application of a large number of blades. Both increasing
the blade aspect ratio and increasing the number of blades result in an
increase of the tunnel dimensions in comparison to the blade chord length.
Thereby the superimposed drop in static pressure due to the skin friction
at the tunnel walls behind the cascade decreases, since the furthest
distance between the measuring stations and cascade is a certain multiple
of the blade chord length.

c) If straight tuhnel side walls are applied, then the pressure
integral over the surface of the side walls has to be the same for both
side walls in order to insure that the side walls do not contribute to the
flow deflection.

The means mentioned under point a) and b) increase considerably the costs
of the tunnel and of the cascade tests installations. Hence, some types of
cascade investigations using smaller tunnels, where interference effects
between the tunnel walls and the cascade flow are unavoidable, may be just-
ified for the determination of relative values and trends. However for the
following derivation of the inter-relationships between the cascade character-
istic numbers and the relationships between the compressor characteristic
numbers, tunnel wall interference effects will be neglected.

The flow behind the cascade can be described as follows: Ihmmediately
behind the cascade the total pressure and entropy are nearly uniform in
the -main stream between the blades, and drop very suddenly in the region
of the wakes behind the profiles. Further downstream the wakes disperse
and the flow becomes uniform whereby the static pressure increases. The
momentum transport of the flow downstream the cascade remains constant.
By the effect of the dissipation of the wakes the direction of the mean
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streamline changes. Further, the integraw oL Lne total pressure over the
mass flow decreases, while the integral of týLe entropy over the mass flow
increases. This is because the entropy of the flow with constant momentum
transport becomes a maximum when the flow is uniform.

This consideration shows that all flow parameters down stream of the
cascade, except the momentum transport of the flow, vary between two limit-
ing conditions, namely the flow conditions immediately behind the cascade
and the flow conditions in such a distance where the wakes are dispersed
and uniform flow is established. Hence in order to evaluate the tests it
is important to knor the distance between the measuring stations and the
cascade. Theoretical and practical investigations to determine the differ-
ence of the flow parameters for these two limiting conditions are recommended.

In a compressor composed of alternating rotating and stationary blade
rows the distance between the rows is usually so small that uniform flow
will not develop between the rows. Non-uniform flow distribution behind a
rotating blade row results in an unsteady flow for the following stationary
blade row and vice versa.

Thus in order to obtain flow conditions for a cascade similar to the
flow conditions in a compressor, unsteady flow Vpstream of the cascade
would be required. Although studying these effects appears to be very
important, in this paper only steady cascade flow will be treated. This
corresponds to a compressor with such a distance between the blade rows
that nearly uniform flow results between the blade rows. Hence the analysis
of the relationships between the characteristic numbers of cascade and com-
pressor and further of the inter-relationships betw•een the characteristic
cascade numbers will be confined to the previously discussed limiting case
of the uniform flow behind the cascade without interference between cascade
and tunnel walls.

The principle requirements for the definitions of the characteristic
cascade numbers is that the velocity triangle of the cascade- flow is com-
pletely determined. Thereby it will be possible to reconstruct the velocity
triangle of the cascade flow when the intake conditions and the values of
the characteristic cascade numbers are given. Further it is possible to
express by these characteristic cascade numbers any otherwise defined
cascade number.

For representing the pressure increase through the cascade, (see

figure (1), a pressure coefficient, /Kp is defined. One definition fre-
quently used, is:
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This expression represents for the limiting case that the Mach number
approaches zero the ouotient of two energy terms, namely £he isentropic
change in enthalpy through the cascade, see figure (2), divided by the
kinetic energy of the flow upstream the cascade.

In order that simple relationships vill result betw.een loss and
pressure coefficients, and further between these coefficients and the
compressor efficiency, this auotient of the two energy terms should be
defined as the pressure coefficient without the restriction to small
Mach numbers. This results in the following definition for /rp: compare
figure (2).

r-o=2 (2)

This expression for 4o goes over into that of ecuation (1) when the Mach
number goes to zero which means that the flow can be considered as incom-
pressible.

The loss coefficient, of , o the cascade is defined as the actual
enthalpy change through the cascade minus the corresponding isentropic
enthalpy change through the cascade, divided by the enthalpy change within
the inlet bell*, see figure (2), thus Kf can be expressed as follows, also
see figure (2).

-_ _ j _ ( 3)
_____ _____ T, 71

The entropy expression.in equation (3) represents a good approximation as
long as A. -2 -47e,/-.is very small in comparison to T2 . If this condition
is not fulfilled, then - -A.7 1 - 2 ) should be subtracted from r2 in
equation (3), resulting in the following equation:

2 ,, S'- -,-'

For small Mach numbers (incompressible flow the expression for /r goes
over into the ratio of total pressure drop through the cascade divided by the

*) Isentropic uniform flow upstream the cansade will be assumed throughout
this report.
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velocity pressure ahead the cascade.

that is _2A Pt/-2 (3a)

For representing the flow deflection, the turning angle, A/1 can be
used, see figure 1.

------- -4/9----- - 113------------------(4)

The values of these coefficients derived from the cascade test may be
presented diagrammatically as functions of the intake angle, the flow para-
meters, and the cascade geometry. As an example, a form for such a diagram
is given in figure (3), ;:herein the intake angle,/3 , is taken as the vari-
able,. In general, the choice between variable and curve parameter is de-
pendent upon the primary purpose of the investigation. For instance; if for
a particular cascade configuration the influence of the flow parameters is
to be detersined, then it would be practical t. use the Mach or Reynolds number
as a variable.

Such a presentation completely describes the conditions of the flow
upstream and downstream of the cascade. Thus it is possible to reconstruct
the velocity triangle of the cascade flow when the pressure coefficient,
K,,p, the loss coefficient,fKz , the turning angle,4 , Lind the intake condi-
tions /3 j /V, are given.

Between Lhe intake flow conditions, the turning angle, the loss, and
the pressure coefficient, the following relationship exists:

,r-/

i= , 5, + ,+p i /-----------(r)

or for the limiting case of incompressible flow

/ "- -- (5a)

This equation can be derived as follows:
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From the continuity condition it follows that

A,JV = ,,f,41

or 2.A_ W. (6)
A, ,p

A2 si, lo4 + •/1)

In this equation, • can be replaced by , see figure (1).
Furthermore, _W2 can be replaced by /-_mLi- which can be seen
as follows: W

2 7 VYWr2 1  
See figure (2)

Thus /fz can be expressed according to equation (3) as follows:
a--'

/P l- -

or with equation (2)

hl 2= W 2 2

Hence:

•-= --K:(7)

The term -in equation (6) can be replaced by

2 /5",K,4 *ir )

which can be shown as follows:
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•",-P, T2 =7- (2
dte e fi-ure (2)

with equation (7): T=2 14 6 W, 2( 2 Since 3hA h' 2r 
2  see

figure (2), it follows that - or with
equation (2) 27÷o

(8)

Thus the foregoing substitutions result in equation (5).

From equation (5) it follows, that the pressure coefficient can be
determined, if the intake conditions, the turning angle, and the loss co-
efficient are given, or the loss coefficient can be determined if the in-
take conditions, the turning angle and the oressure coefficient are given.
An agreement between the value of the loss coefficient obtained by this
method with the value derived from the total pressure measurements is an
indication of the accuracy of measurement achieved. However, for given
intake conditions, loss and pressure coefficientsthe turning angle cannot
be uninuely detersmined by ecuation (5) unless the approximate value of .43
is known since s n [/3,.-s#>'/&-/',-4i3) resulting intao possible solutions
for d .4

The velocity triangle corresponding to the cascade fiow can be con-
structed for ,iven intake conditions, turning angle and pressure or loss co-
efficient as follo-v: First either thie loss or pressure coefficient is
determined by equation (5). Then Lhe value of W1 can be determined by
ecuation (7). By /31 and 6/3 , the exit angle 1,3 is determined. Since
in addition, the intake flo-- conditions to the cascade are knoxn, the com-
plete cascade velocity triangle is det~rmnined.
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II Relationships Between the Cascade Flow Coefficients

And The Obtainable Pressure Ratio and Efficiency of a

Compressor Element-

In line with the main purpose of the two-dimensional cascade investi-
gations, which is to obtain, information for the design of compressors, the
relationships betw:een adiabatic compressor efficiency, compressor pressure
ratio, and the cascade flow coefficients will be given in the following.

In figure 4, a velocity triangle for a compressor element is given.
With the definition of pressure coefficient (equation 2) it follows that:

r-,d 2

-,: ,,. .. _=,(--

I-

Thus . 2  
1 /,(9)

When C3  equals C. and I C, 2 is small in comparison to T, which will
be justified for subsonic axial compressor stages, the total pressure ratio

' equals with good approximation .
/Of, / p

The definition of adiabatic compressor efficiency is:

where (W A 2 w 2 *_ A/ C)

* A compressor element consists of a rotor and stator row with infinitesimal
blade length, whereby no wall influence upon the flow is assumed. It will
be assumed that the distance between rotor and stator rows is sufficiently
large to justify the assumption of uniform and stationary flow at the en-
trance to the blade rows.
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and =A T- Z,,,. ,•f- (iz - -()

Thus:
/ ,ff + 4e,,< CZ (10

2 -

Equation (10) determines the adiabatic efficiency in terms of the cascade
loss coefficients and the intake and exit velocities of the rotor and stator
cascade. By using eauation (7), the expression for the adiabatic efficiency
can be transformed as follows:

2 C21

~?q~==/ / _ _ _2_ _ _ _

or,

2f 2
,,< + C2 A-s,,<

4 .( , +k .,..)' j.," *,+ ,,,) (1 )

Equation (11) determines the adiabatic efficiency of a compressor element in
terms of the loss and pressure coefficients of rotor and stator an-i of the
relative intake velociti-s to the rotor and stator.

For a compressor element with the reaction degree* zero, that is

2wwhich follows from equation (7) for W, A12• ecuation (11) becomes

- Kpg ~ CI(12),r,, , ,,,--

* Reaction degree R is defined as:

2 2

R _ _ _ 2W(_/,kA/
,-�DO2- TRI2 10
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For a compressor element with 50% reaction that is, w =C and W,- C2  and,

hence K, • and / = ', equation (11) becomes:

-- (13)

iii. Quality Factors for Cascades

As was shown in Chapter (1), the cascade flow is completely determined
by the pressure or loss coefficient, the turning angle, and the intake con-
ditions.

However, in general, it is not possible to draw an immediate conclusion
from these coefficients as to the quality of a cascade. Only for the case
that the same velocity triangle is Lasic for a comparison of different cascades
is the value of the loss coefficient indicative of the best cascade for this
particular velocity triangle. In most cases the quality of a cascade has to
be characterised without reference to a prescribed velocity triangle. For
this purpose cascade cuality factors were defined. Two of the most commonly
used are:

a) The so-called cascade efficiency, ?c +

(14)

b) The cascade quality factor, 9 -

Both coefficients have their optimum value for the same flow conditions since
-7-- and, hence Fc is a maximum if c is a maximmn. The expression

for ýc in (14) corresponds to the efficiency definition of straight diffusors.
ýith emuation (7) pc can be transformed into ?c= Ir w W• ; f the

limirting case of small Mach numbers this expression represents the ratio of
actual stAtic pressure increase through the cascade to the theoretically
possible static Tressure increase. These coefficients are very practical
if, for example,optimim blade confilgurations for a 50% reaction compressor
element are to be determined. This follows from the fact that the expression
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for the adiabatic efficiency of a 50% reaction compressor element, equation
(13), is identical with the expression of the so-called cascade efficiency.
However, these coefficients lose their meaning when the cascade approaches
the impulse type, that is, when the function of the cascade is to deflect
the flow rather than to produce a pressure rise.

This shows that it is very difficult to define a cascade cuality factor
which is universally meaningfull. The definition of such a quality factor
should take into account both flow deflection and pressure increase through
the cascade.

IV. Test Evaluation Miethods for Determination

Of the Loss Coefficient

Three methods of determining the losses will be discussed.

1) The evaluation of the losses, or the loss coefficient,
based upon the stagnation pressure measurement5 before and behind the cascade.

2) The evaluation of the losses, or the loss coefficient, based
upon the angles 13, and ,92 , see figure (1), and upon the static pressure
before and behind the cascade.

3) The evaluation of the losses based upon the force corfponcnts
acting upon the middle blade.

The Determination of the Loss Coefficient Based upon the Stagnation Pressure
Behind the Cascade:

The first expression for the loss coefficient given in equation (3)
can be transformed with good approximation* as follows (see figure (2):

* Valid as long as the pressure line in a T-S diagram corresponding to the
static and-stagnation pressures behind the cascade are nearly parallel.
This condition will be fulfilled for high subsonic and low supersonic
speeds. For higher supersonic speeds the exact expression in equation
(3) must be applied.
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Thus ' /-___/

(15)

or in good approximation, since 1e,. will be very close to unity:

""/p• - loe, I"
A,-,

or- (16)

The Determination of the Loss Coefficient Based Upon Static Pressure Ratios,
Tue Turning Angle, and the Inlet Condition: Louation (5) can be written by
using eouation (2) as follow..s:

tA - .B v' - /,-,,,,, (17)

or, in abbreviated form, eouation (17) can be written as follows: (18)

This enuation solved for K1  explicitly, results in the following ecuation:

/V// 00 ~ / ()18 ( a)

or

A,__, /J/-7?€-A

(2-
WADC T-522-(189b1)
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Equation (18) expresses the loss coefficient explicitly as function of the
measured str-tic pressure ratio 102,o, , the intake conditions, 113 and Y ,
and the turning angle A,3.

A study of eauation (18) shows that the loss coefficient, Kl , is ex-
pressed as the difference of two large magnitudes. 1lence in measuring the
magnitudes a high accuracy is reouired in order to determ•[ine KL accurately.
If the loss coefficient can be deteruiined more accurately b,. measuring the
total pressure drop through the casc~ide, then the relationshin expressed by
ecuations (17) or (l8) can be used for correcting either the turning angle

or the pressure coefficient.

The Dete-nMination of the Loss and 1'ressure Coefficients Based Upon Force
Measurement s:

For given flow conditions upstream of the cascade, the turninf angle,
the pressure and loss coefficients can be determined if the force acting
upon one middle blade is knovn in amount and direction.

From the momentum law it follows that:

el 'ljK (19~l)

and

1,, S $ h..,o - ) (20)

From the continuity condition it follows that

kP, ,2 (21)

Combining equations (20) and (21) results in:

--- _ s, i• .//,(22)
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where on the right hand side only the ratio Flfz is unknown. The

reciprocal of il/pA can be expressed as follows:

p,; , (23)

By using equations (19) and (21) it is possible to express Y , by '§,
and T , as follows:

.2 2

Thus

2
S= •Z'/••'• C')"<'J'+(-/ 2 •-W, <<os11,

f2/

Substitution of •/ into equation (23) results in
2A6

Solving for 4AIe explicitly, results in:

C s

/p,

where T p

and tn -s.5 M/A - ,, W1 f 2
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or m w

Substituting the expression for 11•, of equation (24) into equation (22)
determines the pressure ratio P4 and hence O'/A as functions of the blade
force and of the flow conditions upstream of the cascade. Furthermore,
equation (19) and (21) determine the downstream velocity and hence the
turning angle by substituting the solution for J'PlV into equation (21).
Thus, the downstream flow conditions are completely determined by the amount
and direction of the blade force and by the up stream flow conditions.
Therefore, the pressure and loss coefficients can be determined by equations
(2) and (18) respectively.

The above consideration shows that it is possible to relate the blade
force with the flow conditions far behind the cascade where the wakes are
dispersed. These relationships hold provided that the momentum transport
of the flow behind the cascade is constant, which means that no interference
between the tunnel walls and the cascade flow exists. However in measuring
the amount and direction of the blade force a very high accuracy is required
since the loss coefficient is to be determined by using equation (18), If
by measuring other magnitudes the cascade loss coefficient can be determined
more accurately, then the relationships derived in this chapter could be
used for an indirect determination of the blade force. For this purpose it
would be practical to transform ecuations (19) and (20) as follows:

-- ,-,, m '-c-7,,, - ',,"4, ÷ '-",,A, •(25)

and

)(26)

pe-1

or -i 7 "-- -M iY,544(/•- (27)

The ratio in these eouations can be replaced by the following expression
which is derived from eauations (5) and (8):

WADC TR-52-297 16



(28)

The equations 25, 27, and 28 give the relationships between the blade,
force components, the intake flow conditions, the turning angle, the loss
and pressure coefficient. They may be used for expressing a cascade drag
and lift coefficient defined for compressible flow in terms of flow deflect-
ion, pressure and loss coefficient.
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NOQINCCLATU11

A - Cross sectional area of the flow

b = Total temperature - Static temperature - 1

(Velocity) 2  2Jgcp

C = Absolute velocity

Cp = Specific heat at constant pressure

cv = Specific heat at constant volume

F = Force acting upon a blade

g = Acceleration due to gravity

h = Eeight of a blade

J - Mechanical ecuivalent of hest

KL Loss coefficient

K Pressure coefficient

m M•ass flow per sec. through a channel formed by two
adjacent blades

M Local Piach number

p Pressure

q Cascade cuality factor

s = Distance between two blades

S Entropy

T = Absolute temperature

U Z Circumferential velocity of a blade row

W •Velocity relative to the cascade
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4 - Angle between flowi direction and cascade axis

S cvS= CP

zI Finite change in magnitude

Efficiency

9 Mass density

SUBSCRIPTS

i Gas conditions for the case that no entropy increase
occurs through the cascade, and the pressure in-
crease through the cascade is the same as in the
actual case.

o Ambient atmospheric conditions

1 =Intake conditions of the flow to the blade row (for a
cascade, conditions at station (1), figure (1).

2 I Condition of the flow behind a cascade (station (2),
figure (1).

3 Conditions of the flow behind a compressor stage.

ad Adiabatic

ax. Axial component (see figure (1).

C = Cascade

f = Stationary cascade

m = Moving cascade

t - Total conditions of a gas

U Tangential components

SUPLRSCRIPTS

* =Critical conditions
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Ti_ __ _ _

tA2

CP

,471 i.'2  - } 2

F~~vure ~2. CacaePrcss4 ,- Darcm
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---- (2)

C3

Fly ue 4 e/ocly Tr/&n1ag/e,6r a Compressor EAome,,t.
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